Estimation of Dose Received by Sensitive Organs in External Radiation Therapy of Cervical Carcinoma
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Abstract: The main objective of this study was to estimate dose received by sensitive organs in cervical carcinoma irradiation, out of 200 patients referred to Radiation and Isotopes Center of Khartoum (RICK). After successful investigations, the patients were decided to receive a radical radiotherapy course for stage I and II without hematologic spread. The collected variables were the organs position and depth, patient’s separations, equivalent field size, percentage depth dose DD% and back scatter factor. The graphs and correlation were carried out using EXCELL software and the analysis of results showed that: the bladder, cervix and rectum were situated parallel to each other from anterior to posterior respectively and they have linear correlation in depth wise with patient separation based in equation: 

\[ y = 0.38x + 5.56, \quad y = 0.39x + 1.82, \quad y = 0.4x - 1.74 \] respectively, where \( y \) refers to organ depth and \( x \) refers to patient separation in cm with a significant correlation at \( R^2 = 0.8 \). The DD% for the tumor (cervix), Bladder, head of femur and the rectum were 89.6%, 61.2, 50.2% and 38.1% respectively. The back scattered radiation increases as the tissue volume increases leading to increment of DD% and the back scatter factor increases exponentially with field size increment based on the following equation: 

\[ y = 0.022\ln x + 0.98, \] where \( y \) refers to BSF and \( x \) refers to equivalent field size in cm.
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1. Introduction

The cancer has been defined as an abnormal cell growth, the growth of which is uncoordinated with the normal one and persists with same excessive manner after the cessation of the stimuli that evoke it, with a tendency to metastasize to other vital organs via circulatory system, lymphatic system and direct invasion [1]. Such fatal disease could involve most of the human tissue and organs depending on specific induction carcinogenic factors or agents, such as physical factors (ionizing radiation, ultraviolet), chemical factors (Benzo [a] pyrene which cause characteristic point mutation in the p53 gene, Ethyl alcohol, Heterocyclic amine in overcooked meat/fish, Biological factors as viruses, Rb1 gene which is responsible for retinoblastoma… etc [2], one of these organs is the cervix. Cervical carcinoma represents a second commonest gynecological malignancy in Sudan with an incidence about 12 –15.5% of whole cancer and the risk factors include age (the highest risk occurs between late teens and mid-thirties), early age at first sexual intercourse, multiple sexual partners, certain strains of the Human Papilloma Virus (HPV, a sexually transmitted disease), smoking, and daughters of women who took DES (hormonal drug) [3]. As well it represents the most common cause of cancer deaths among women in developing countries, despite the fact that cervical cancer is preventable due to screening program. However approximately 80% of all cases of cervical cancer worldwide occur in less-developed countries, because prevention programs are either nonexistent or poorly executed [4]. It represents the second most common cancer diagnosed in women worldwide after breast cancer and as a third most common cause of death from cancer in women after breast and lung cancer which leads to more than 273,000 as mortality annually and higher in eastern and southern Africa relative to developed world due to screening programs in the developed countries [5].

The effort of radiotherapy equipments manufacture’s, Medical physicists, physicians, and radiation technologists have been directed to optimize the radiation therapy dose that should not exceed ±5% of the prescribed tumor dose [6] or as mention by ICRU, [7] that: the error should not exceeds 3-5%, with critical consideration to the normal tissue dose and the adjacent vital organs. The models of treatment for cervical cancer irradiation vary according to types of cancerous tissue and stage of disease, thus for the majority of patients present with organ-confined disease, surgery is the primary treatment. Adjuvant radiotherapy is only indicated for patients at high risk of recurrence [8]. Patients treated with daily fractions of 1.8-2.0 Gy to a total dose of 45-46 Gy over 4.5-5 weeks show an acceptable level of toxicity in prospective studies [9; 10]. Selected patients may receive a brachytherapy boost to the vaginal vault using low, medium or high dose rate after loading radioactive sources.

The planning target volume for treating pelvic malignancy normally encompasses the whole of the true pelvis and may be extended further, depending on the extent and type of malignancy to include the para-aortic nodes, the inguinal nodes or the vagina. This volume necessarily includes a large volume of small and large bowel. Although beams eye view planning allows increased accuracy in shielding the bowel in uninvolved areas of the pelvis, [11] the tolerance of the sensitive organs (Rectum, bladder, hip joints and bowels) determines the dose and fractionation in treating gynecological cancer.

Therefore the focus of this study is to estimate the tumor dose (TD) in cervical cancer irradiation as well as the doses at critical organs such as bladder, rectum and the hip joints...
using brick technique (4 fields-box technique) relative to the applied given dose GD in external radiation therapy by Co-60 teletherapy machine. Since the conventional radiotherapy commonly used in developing countries rather than the most recent equipments and techniques like intensity modulated radiation therapy IMRT and remote after loading radiotherapy; the radiation risks have been as common. In this realm; [12] found that in external beam radiation therapy EBRT, the biologically equivalent dose for 2Gy fractionation as 2 cc (centimeter cubic) of the bladder wall, rectal wall and sigmoidal wall ranged from 39.47 to 57.12 Gy (median 55.10 Gy); 38.86-54.21 Gy (median 49.83 Gy); and 37.06-51.36 Gy (median 48.67 Gy), respectively. And the attempt reported by ICRP, [13] to manage the fluctuation of dose received by critical organs and target volume was the addition of margin to compensate the internal margin motion and the variation in patient position, however also this idea will induce adverse effects by either increasing the dose to rectum and bladder or giving insufficient carcinocidal dose to the tumor. While Elisabeth et al, [14], reported that: no effect in the dose received by the bladder and rectum when the patient position changed from supine to prone.

One method used to determine the dose at off axis, where the critical organs lie is the utilization of a 3D treatment planning systems (3DTPS) as has been stated by Sethi et al, [15] in which a designed compensating filters and a missing tissue compensation, can account for tissue in-homogeneities for radiotherapy beams. Such in-homogeneity in dose distribution commonly related to curved patients contour and the dose histogram could be derived from CT or MRI images that have to be fed to the TPS.

2. Methodology

200 patients of cervical cancer have been referred to Radiation and Isotopes Center of Khartoum (RICK) for radiation therapy course. After successful investigations as chest x-ray CXR, ultrasound, Lab. test, histopathology and bone scan, the patients were decided to receive a radical radiotherapy course i.e. they were in stage I and II without hematologic spread. The radiotherapy planning carried out using conventional simulator, by which the four radiation fields have been determine as well as the radiation field boarders (Anterior, posterior, and two lateral) together with the beam entrances as proposed by Finlay et al, [16] and as shown in Figure (1). Then the patients’ contours (Figure 2) have been taken by using pantograph and the position of target volume and the critical organs (bladder, rectum and hip joints) were labeled and the patient’s separation from anterior-posterior and lateral were measured.

![Figure 1](image1.png)

Then the treatment planning system TPS has been fed with the labeled patient’s contours for each individual patient, and the final dose histogram was carried out and from which the percentage depth dose DD% at the tumor and critical organs have been determined as determine by Podgorsak et al, [18]. The patient position was supine and using box technique to irradiate the tumor with radical gamma radiation dose of 4500 cGy.

Figure 2 shows the patient contour with labeled target volume and the critical organs as well as the patient separation from anterior-posterior and lateral aspects.
3. Results

Figure 1: shows the female pelvic organs depth from anterior aspect (AP-view) correlated versus patient AP separation.

Figure 2: shows the radiation percentage depth dose DD% for female pelvic organs receiving radiotherapy course for cervical carcinoma using box technique.

Figure 3: shows the correlation between the back scatter factor and patients separation in cm

4. Discussion and Analysis

Figure 1 shows the female pelvic organs depth from anterior aspect (AP-view) correlated versus patient AP separation. It confirms that: anatomically the rectum situated at most deep to posterior aspect, followed by the cervix and the most anterior organ was the bladder [19]. These organs position have a correlation with patient separation in a linear form of the following equations: 
\[ y = 0.38x + 5.56 \]
\[ y = 0.39x + 1.82 \]
\[ y = 0.40x - 1.74 \]
where \( y \) refers to organ depth and \( x \) refers to patient separation in cm with a significant correlation at \( R^2 = 0.8 \). The data from CT images prove that the cervix is not situated at the mid of patients from AP aspects, this fact should be considered seriously in manual planning of radiation therapy in which they assume that the cervix is a mid-positioning organ leading to overdose in rectum and may give insufficient dose to tumor (cervix).

Figure 2 shows the radiation percentage depth dose DD% for female pelvic organs receiving radiotherapy course for cervical carcinoma using box technique. It revealed that the DD% for the tumor (cervix), Bladder, head of femur and the rectum were 89.6%, 61.2, 50.2% and 38.1% respectively, which were equivalent to 4032, 2308.2, 2333.6 and 2225.6 cGy respectively. The received dose by tumor does not concise with the concept of ICRU, [7] and Zhu, [6] which stated that: the tumor dose has to be ±5% from the prescribed dose, as well Withers et al., [20] stated that: 50 Gy can get 90% probability for local control, even if there are microscopic diseases in pelvic lymph nodes. Therefore such planning would results in ±10.4% as loss of dose, hence leading to recurrence or treatment relapse due to insufficient tumor dose or inadequate pelvic radiation coverage for the draining lymph nodes [21]. Also there were wide variations have been reported in the pelvic anatomy of individual patients, which implies the different levels of aortic bifurcation, altered sacral curvature, and varying course of pelvic vessels [22-24]. These have raised concerns over the adequate coverage of the target volume with conventional two dimensional fields based on standard bony landmarks. The DD% received by these organs usually showed to be considerable due to back scattered radiation which is influenced by the field size and tissue volume [25].
Figure 3 shows the correlation between the back scatter factor (BSF) and patient’s separation in cm. It indicates that the back scattered radiation increases as the tissue volume increases leading to increment of DD% for all organs at the target volume. The correlation between patient separation and the back scatter could be fitted in the following equation: $y = 0.000x + 1.037$, which is significant at $R^2 = 0.7$, where $y$ refers to BSF and $x$ refers to patient separation in cm such proportional relationship has been mention by Khan, [25]; Hassan et al, [26], Grosswendt, [27].

Figure 4 shows the correlation between the equivalent field size and the back scatter factor. It reveals that there is proportional exponential relationship between equivalent field size in cm and the back scatter factor BSF in a form of equation: $y = 0.022hx + 0.98$, which is so significant at $R^2 = 0.7$, where $y$ refers to BSF and $x$ refers to equivalent field size in cm. Such proportional relationship has been mention by Khan, [25], which is so indicative that: the field size is influencing factor in the BSF as well as in the DD%.
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